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Aya Sofia Mosque to Mosque Aqsa Erdogan congratulates Muslims Ottoman
monument 
A day of victory and happiness

London, 14.07.2020, 00:50 Time

USPA NEWS - From_Aya Sofia Mosque to Mosque Aqsa
Erdogan congratulates Muslims on Ottoman monument:

A day of victory and happiness for every believer in the world. The good news of Islamic victory is knocking. Welcome. Good news has
come from Turkey.
The Crown Prince of the Muslims, Sultan Muhammad al-Fatih, conquered Istanbul by fulfilling the prophecy of the Prophet, the Sultan,
who became the practical hero of the Prophet's prophecy, bestowed a historic reward on the Islamic world and caused pain to the
Christian world for the rest of the world. Did he build a mosque on the site of Sofia?

Is the mosque of Sophia the crusader and the enemy of Islam the most bitter symbol for the Byzantine world? The place where the
Sultan built the mosque of Aya Sophia was a sign of military power among the Christians. This belief of the Christians was also
associated with this place. As long as this church exists, the Christian Empire will not fall. This place was also the center of the
destructive fiber medicine of the Crusades. In that sense, it had a war status and its religious status was lost. However, the conqueror
of Constantinople, Istanbul. The owner of the city, Sultan Muhammad al-Fatih (may God have mercy on him), rebuilt Aya Sofia as a
mosque after the conquest of the city and the completion of legal and moral procedures.
When the Sophia Mosque was built in 1453, a wave of mourning swept through the Crusades and the Byzantine world. Sophia
became a symbol of the rise of the Ottoman Caliphate.

The Prophet's prophecy for the conquest of Constantinople was fulfilled by the echo of the call to prayer in Aya Sophia, considered a
sign of strength and prosperity in the Christian world.

During the Ottoman period, the Sophia Mosque and its location were harmonized with the fragrances of nature, adorned with the
highest craftsmanship and carvings of the Ottoman Empire. The minarets of Sanan Pasha, a well-known architect of the Khilafah,
made Aya Sophia a symbol of great heights. The minarets of Aya Sophia look like spears that pierce the chests of anti-Islamic
crusaders, their pulpits and mihrabs. The plaques of the Rightly Guided Caliphs hanging in it, the lush air around it and the fragrant
atmosphere enliven the echo of Tawheed and Adhan. Did the Ottoman Turks inspire the Sufis for the world of Islam?

Later, when the situation in Turkey was in favor of colonialism, the mosque was closed in 1931. Later, in 1935 secular and atheist
Ataturk turned the mosque into a museum. Ataturk did this illegal thing so that the West To please the masters, the decision to turn the
great symbol of the Ottoman Caliphate and the monument of the rise of the Muslims, which was a continuous mosque from 1453 to
1953, into a museum was an illegal and illegitimate abuse. Erdogan has re-conquered Aya Sophia as a mosque, correcting a cruel act,
correcting a cultural history.

The United States and Greece, which are guilty of killing millions of Muslims around the world, are protesting against the construction
of a mosque in Aya Sofia. Crusaders and Byzantines are mourning, Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan said. He said that
this is an internal matter of Turkey and the government in Turkey belongs to the Turks and this is a matter of Turkish sovereignty.

This is the same Western world that from Al-Aqsa Mosque to Babri Mosque and from Palestine to Burma and Kashmir, sniffing snakes
at the violation of mosques and Muslims, but on the recovery of a real mosque, their stomachs are twisted and it Dictatorship says that
in fact it is their hidden anti-Islamic obstinacy that is spewing poison on the historic victory of the people of Islam.

It is a declaration of the journey of the people of Nusrat, it is a metaphor of liberating Al-Aqsa Mosque from the clutches of Jewish
colonialism.
For Muslims, a historic day of global Islamic brotherhood has come a long way. Believers, no matter where they are in the world, must



accept the good news of their great leader in the Islamic world. Congratulations to Erdogan for his safety and perseverance in the
truth, I am making sweets in my house and our whole family is giving thanks twice today.

Arrange for this too, whether you pray for a victorious journey from Sofia to Al-Aqsa, if the believer rejoices in the history connected
with the warmth of his faith, then this is the spiritual life of faith, today the souls of all Ottoman caliphs from Adnan Menderes happy
Today the soul of the Sultan is dedicated.
"Congratulations, congratulations
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